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INDUCTION HEATING TECHNOLOGY



Sanket Power Systems is specialized in the researching and manufacturing of the IGBT based Low Frequency,

Medium Frequency and High frequency induction heating machine and customized high wattage power source

for industrial application.

Our company was founded in 1988. All the product's technologies are developed through our own research

work. After years of development , the products have found more and more applications in the field of metal

treatments.As strict quality control measures are applied in all the steps of manufacturing, quality is guaranteed.

To keep pace with the latest technological trend, Sanket Power Systems has switched over from RF-Valve and

Solid State Thyristors type converters to the latest being IGBTTransistorized Converters.

Commencing with the Conventional Relay Controls for the machine operations, Sanket Power Systems has

established its supremacy by introducing PLC's and CNC's for the equipment controls with technological

advancements.

The untiring efforts of Technical team of Sanket Power Systems have regularly contributed to various

developments to meet the challenges of specific customer requirements. The R & D Department of Sanket

Power Systems is always looking for new avenues for Induction Heating applications.

Sanket Power Systems Induction Heating Technology form the basis for efficient, reliable inductive heating

systems.

The full range of Sanket Power Systems Induction Heating Technology comprises Low(200Hz to 15KHz),

Medium(15KHz to 90KHz) and High(80KHz to 600KHz) frequency Induction Heating System from10 to 1500

kW.

The solid-state generators are short-circuit proof and idle-proof; accidental workpiece contacts are not a concern

due to the low inductor-coil voltage. Connections for remote control, external power set point and fault messages

are present. When ferromagnetic materials were heated, the temperature transition over the Curie point was

previously always associated with compromises when it came to utilizing the power of the generator. With the

Sanket Power System’s Induction Heating, the electronic power control in combination with automatic

adaptation ensures optimal utilization of the available generator power. Thanks to our generator’s efficiency of

greater than 90% and the brief, precise application of heat to the desired workpiece zones, energy costs can be

kept very low compared to those for alternative heating methods. Moreover, which is even more important in

Sanket Power Systems’s induction Heating Technology : A class of their own
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Our Company



LF INDUCTION HEATING MF INDUCTION HEATING HF INDUCTION HEATING

Induction Heating Power Sources
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Output Power : 10KW To 1500KW

Frequency :      200Hz To 15KHz

Output Power : 10KW To 500KW

Frequency :      20KHz To 90KHz

Output Power : 10KW To 500KW

Frequency :      80KHz To 600KHz

Interface:           Digital/Analog

Application :      Melting Furnace

Billet Heating

Long Bar Heating

Forging Furnace

Vacuum Furnace

Sintering Furnace

Carburizing Furnace

Stress Relieving

Pre Heating and

Post Heating For Welding

Annealing

Shrink Fitting

Various Other Application

Interface:          Digital/Analog

Application :     Surface Hardening

Stress Relieving

Pre Heating And

Post Heating For Welding

Annealing

Shrink Fitting

Brazing

Various Other Application

Interface:          Digital/Analog

Application :     Surface Hardening

Brazing

Various Other Application
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Application Of Induction Heating Systems

Induction Hardening : Vertical Scanning & Centerless Scanning

Induction Brazing

Induction Forging : Billet Heating, Long Bar Heating & Bar and Heating

Vacuum Furnace & Atmospheric Furnace

Shrink Fitting

Pipe Welding

Etc.

Induction Hardening

Hardening is one of Sanket Power Systems’s main application areas. Hundreds of our hardening solutions

are at work around the world—many of them within the automotive industry.

The main benefit of induction heating for hardening is that it takes just a few seconds. In a furnace, the same

process can take hours or even days. How is that possible?

The answer is that induction is phenomenal at generating heat fast. This, in turn, means you can integrate

hardening in the production process. Hardening in a furnace, on the other hand, is more time-consuming

(greater heat loss) and requires moving the components either to your own furnace or to that of a sub-

contractor.

In-line integration of hardening reduces your lead times considerably.

You get full control over quality, delivery times and costs. There's no need to transport kilos of components

back and forward, which saves energy and the environment.And last but not least, you cut down the amount

of administration to a minimum.

Sanket Power Systems has many years of experience in inductive hardening and tempering of diverse

workpieces. At the heart of each Hardening system is Sanket Power Systems Induction Heat Power

Source, the industry's most advanced induction frequency converter. These acclaimed converters help

ensure optimum hardening results—day in day out, year after year

The Hardening System includes Vertical Scanning , Horizontal (centerless) Scanning and customized
machines—and serial and/or parallel compensated induction power sources with a wide range of output
power and frequencies.
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Our versatile vertical machines cover everything from

manually loaded to fully automated in-line systems.

Different models are available for hardening work-pieces

ranging from small components to large-dimension rollers.

Our vertical systems are a proven solution for complicated

geometries such as flanged shafts, cams and gears.

Vertical Scanning

Horizontal Scanning

Sanket Power Systems offers horizontal pusher-

feed and continuous-feed machines for short

cycle times and high reproducibility. A specially

developed high-speed controller (reaction time of

only 1/1000 s) ensures extremely accurate

hardening in- and outlet zones at even the fastest

traverse speeds.
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Induction Brazing

Sanket Power Systems offers brazing in various important fields such as the automotive,

aviation, electrotechnical and white goods industries. It includes brazing of aluminum,

brass, copper, copper alloys, iron and cast iron, steel and stainless steel.

Induction billet heaters is a continuous feed unit for heating section billets prior to stamping or warm forming.All

sanket power systems forging systems come with inductors, converters, capacitors and closed-loop water

cooling circuits. Billet throughput speed is adjustable, and coil changes are quick and easy.

Induction forging solutions have been installed in dozens of countries, mainly in the metal and foundry sector.

Examples of materials you can process with forging induction are aluminum, brass, copper, steel and stainless

steel.

With induction you get perfect heating control—time after time. All components are subject to the same

temperature, so there's no risk of the wrong temperature producing the wrong shape or damaging the tools in

the next production step.

Induction also produces less oxidation—important for the metallurgical composition of the metals and

protection of tools.

Horizontal bar end heaters unit features Programmable Logic Control (that governs the entire heating cycle)

and up to six heating heads. Sanket Power Systems is designed for partial and bar end heating, and for shaped

and flat sections.All coil IDs are protected by cast refractories

Induction Forging

There are many reasons why using induction heating instead of gas for brazing is clearly beneficial. Induction

transfers more energy per square meter than an open flame, resulting in faster heating cycles—put simply, you

produce more components per hour.

The heat is also easy to check and adjust. You reduce the risk of overheating, which can lead to higher porosity

and weaker joints. What's more, you reduce the risk of cold brazing as induction generates the heat in the base

material. Just as important, induction heating improves the working environment and safety. No gas needed, no

open flame, no additional heating.

Sanket Power Systems feature serial and/or parallel

compensated induction power sources for a wide range of output

powers and frequencies.

Sanket Power Systems’s serial technology is built around robust,

high-uptime IGBT transistors. Our parallel technology features

thyristor, IGBT and MOSFET components. Each Sanket Power

Systems converter offers automatic load matching, a single

microprocessor-based control board and integrated capacitors.
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Vacuum & Atmospheric Induction furnace usage Vacuum high temperature sintering for copper tungsten

alloy, silicon carbide product, tungsten molybdenum and other metal materials, Vacuum Investment Casting

for Precious & Semi-Precious metals, Carburizing, Gemstone & Diamond Processing many others.

Features
-Adopt reasonable vacuum set, Meet vacuum sintering technology.
- Install intelligent temperature control instrument, be free to set 100 raising temperature curves, High

precise of temperature control, Raise temperature according to the program.
- Adopt high efficient middle frequency power and induction coil, Big output power, fast raising temperature,

- High Temperature (900 C to 3600 C)
- Even temperature, You can pass over the hydrogen, the nitrogen, the argon in the furnace with mass flow

controller.

° °

Induction Vacuum & Atmospheric Furnace
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Contact Us

Sanket Power Systems

Plot no. C1/B-6219, Road No. 62,

Near Telephone  Exchange,

G.I.D.C., Sachin, Surat-394 230

Gujarat, INDIA.

Tel Fax: +91 261 2397024

Website : www. sanketpower.com

E-mail : info@sanketpower.com


